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This is a
people’s festival,
covering the spectrum
of ideas from
scholarship to social
media, high art to street
expression, dastangoi to
budding novelists, and
from film to sports. It
aspires to be the bridge
between the ivory tower
and the town hall
—HAMID ANSARI |
VICE-PRESIDENT

BETWEEN
THE LINES

WELL BEGUN: Hamid Ansari
inaugurates TOI’s Delhi LitFest

I’m worried
about rising
intolerance in the
country. Scholars
have been killed…
You cannot be a
modern liberal
society till you
eliminate every
idea that fosters
inequality
—P CHIDAMBARAM |
CONGRESS

Pulitzer winner
Katherine Boo at
the Chronicling
Mumbai session

DAY MADE: Author Taslima Nasreen with
fans ahead of her session

When millions of
people world over are
having alternative sexual
preferences, it is too late in
the day to propound a view
that they should be jailed.
The view of the Delhi high
court (which legalised gay
sex among consenting adults
in 2009) appears more
acceptable. (The HC verdict
was overturned by the
Supreme Court in 2013)
—ARUN JAITLEY | FINANCE MINISTER

AHA MOMENT: Author Anuja Chauhan
engages the audience at a session on
‘creating the desi cool’ on Saturday

‘Writers are not responsible for riots. Middle class and
the
Sheena,
Maria,
Rioters are. Rioters don’t read books’ Aarushi syndrome
TEAM TOI

W

riters aren’t responsible for riots. Rioters are. Rioters don’t
read books,” Taslima Nasreen told a capacity audience
at the Times LitFest Delhi on
Saturday. The Bangladeshi
writer, who has spent much of
her life in exile, battling fundamentalists in her country and
ours, was part of a panel discussion on the writer as political hostage, moderated by
novelist Nilanjana Roy.
Roy spoke of the time a
piece by Nasreen on the burqa, published without the author’s permission by a Kannada newspaper, led to riots.
“I believe the burqa is a symbol of oppression so I wrote
against it. If some don’t like
my article they can write
another. They shouldn’t kill
people. They shouldn’t issue
fatwas,” she said. “The newspaper published my article
without permission. It violated copyright but can’t be
blamed for the riots.”

DON’T MISS

TODAY @ THE LITFEST
10 AM - 11 AM
KASHMIR TODAY:
TOWARDS AN INDIAN
FUTURE? Radha Kumar, A S

Dulat, Rakesh Sood Moderator:
Sankarshan Thakur

11.15 AM - 12.15 PM
KEYNOTE: CHINA AND THE
MAKING OF MODERN
INDIA: A STORY OF
FANTASY, ABUSE AND
RECOVERED MEMORY

by Amitav Ghosh Interlocutor:
Tansen Sen, Professor of
Ancient History, NYU-Shanghai

12.30 PM - 1.30 PM
KEYNOTE: ICONIC INDIANS
AND THE IDEA OF INDIA

Sunil Khilnani Q&A Moderator:
Shobhaa De

1.45 PM - 2.45 PM
INDIA: A PORTRAIT Patrick
French in conversation with
Siddharth Varadarajan

3 PM - 4 PM
FREEDOM ONLINE: THE NET
AND DEMOCRACY Lindy

Pricket, Chinmayi Arun,
Sundeep Dougal, Shivam Vij
Moderator: Rajesh Kalra

SHOULD SPYMASTERS
WRITE TELL-ALL
MEMOIRS? A S Dulat in

conversation with Aditya Sinha

4.15 PM - 5.15 PM
INDIA & REFORMS:
LEARNING FROM HISTORY
& DOING IT RIGHT
Jairam Ramesh, Arun Maira
in conversation with
Swaminathan Aiyar

5.30 PM - 6.30 PM
KEYNOTE AND BOOK
LAUNCH Niall Ferguson on

‘Kissinger, diplomacy and the
end of the American order’.
Subsequent discussion and
Q&A moderated by
Patrick French

For full schedule log on to
www.TOI.in/TimesLitfestDelhi

FIGHTING FUNDAMENTALISM: Kulkarni, Nagarkar, Nasreen and Peer talk political impact

Roy talked of the oftused argument that writers
should be aware of the effect their work have on people. Reacting, Basharat Peer,
journalist and author of Curfewed Night, a memoir of the
Kashmir conflict, mentioned
writers don’t have the power
to overthrow governments
— that’s something business
conglomerates and politicians are better at. “If we are
very successful, we can hold
a mirror to a tiny slice of the
world we inhabit,” Peer said.
“As a writer, you think you

can stand strong. You think
you’ll fight back, but somewhere deep inside you know
the consequences of taking a
particular route to write on
Shivaji or Subhash Chandra
Bose,” said acclaimed writer
Kiran Nagarkar.
He said the more he read
of Shivaji, the more he was
convinced that he was a truly
remarkable king. “I’d love to
write about him; not a hagiography but a book that explores the complexity of his
character. But you must have
the chance to put it in front

of an audience. You wouldn’t
even be allowed to have the
first reading. I don’t think I
want to show my courage or
patriotism by taking on organisations as horrendously
corrupt as regional parties,”
Nagarkar said.
“India, because of culture and Constitution, values freedom of expression
and thought. Though there
are aberrations, and these
shouldn’t be either ignored
or belittled, I believe we
shouldn’t exaggerate them
either,” said Kulkarni, add-

Writers bring sanity, says vice-prez
TEAM TOI

New Delhi: Vice-President Hamid Ansari stressed India’s “plural ethos” as he inaugurated the first edition of the Times
LitFest at the Maidens Hotel, Civil Lines,
on Saturday. He described the event as a
“people’s festival”.
“Writers are inheritors of a very old,
rich and multifaceted tradition — the
role of inducing sanity in an increasingly maddening world,” he told the gathering. This was a critical role in this day
and age. A well-developed literary tradition is the hallmark of every civilization,
he said. India claims one of the oldest
literary traditions in the world and has
unmatched diversity in a multitude of
languages and cultural patterns. “This
is reflective of our plural ethos that has
accommodated and enriched a variety
of impulses and influences,” he added.
Unveiling the official festival logo, An-

sari said: “This event…is a people’s festival covering the entire spectrum of ideas
from scholarship to social media, high
art to street expressions, from dastangoi
to budding novelists, and from film to
sports. It aspires to be the bridge between
the ivory tower and the town hall.”
When tolerance is the subject du jour,
he said the sense of unity that pervades
the fabric of Indian society is intangible
and reflects the continuum of our literary traditions. While India has nurtured
a long literary diversity, Delhi, its prin-

cipal city, has been a crucible of multiplicity. Raj Jain CEO, The Times Group,
said the city has a rich literary heritage
to which Amir Khusro, Ghalib, Amrita
Pritam, Faiz Ahmad Faiz and others
are contributors. It was fitting, he noted,
that the city of literature should have an
ambitious literary festival. C K Sharma,
business head of the mouth fresheners
division, D S Group, whose brand Rajnigandha is the primary festival sponsor,
said literature helps decode a nation’s
social and economic reality.
“Young people should be encouraged
to come to literature,” he said, quoting
Nadine Gordimer’s observation that
writing makes sense of life.
The Times LitFest is presented by
DS Group’s Rajnigandha.
Official bookstore: Full Circle
Writing Instruments Partner: Parker
Mobility Partner: Uber

‘Men market themselves
better, we need some help’
TEAM TOI

A

uthor and former CEO
of P&G Gurcharan Das
was born Ashok Kumar.
Thereafter, his grandmother
began suspecting that her
daughter-in-law, Das’s mother,
had a crush on the Bollywood
heartthrob of yesteryears. She
took her grandchild to a guru,
placed him at his feet and
asked him to rename him. The
guru wasted no time. Gurcharan Das literally means ‘at the
feet of the guru’.
This and other anecdotes drew peals of laughter
from the audience as Das
and HSBC India chairman
Naina Lal Kidwai discussed
ideas on women’s empowerment and passion at the
workplace at the Times LitFest on Saturday. Kidwai, set
to retire soon, dwelt on her
book, 30 Women in Power:
Their Voices, Their Stories.
“During my stint in the
corporate world, I’ve felt
men are better than women

PASSION PROSE: Naina Lal Kidwai and Gurcharan Das talk names

at marketing themselves.
That’s why women need
that little bit of extra support,” said Kidwai.
She narrated examples
from her life as a Grindlays
Bank executive.
“As a professional, I followed my passions even outside my core area of work,”
she said. Asked if it was
possible to merge both, Kidwai gave examples from her
HSBC experience and said
she had succeeded in doing
so. “I headed the diversity
division in the region for

the bank. I brought changes
to the organisation from my
fields of passion. It could be
a great opportunity for you
to experiment at your workplace,” she said.
Similarly, Das said he juggled between the corporate
world and words with a fair
degree of success. “I wanted
to be a writer but needed a
job too to sustain myself. So, I
turned into a weekend writer.
If the writing went well I
looked forward to the weekend. If it didn’t, I waited for
Monday,” he said.

Women face real intolerance: Amish
TEAM TOI

F

ans of Amish’s Shiva
Trilogy and his recent
book ‘The Scion of Ikshvaku’ were in for a treat at the
Times LitFest on Saturday
when he hinted at writing a
series on Manu as well as on
the Mahabharat.
Talking about the significance of the date of a battle
between Dasaratha and Ravana and the birth of Rama
on the same day being given
as 3433BCE in his book, Amish revealed that it is a clue
to a story on Manu he will be
writing. He also revealed that
there are clues in the four
books he has published so far
to subsequent books in the
Ramchandra series.
“The Shiva trilogy and

ing that Pakistan and Bangladesh were much worse off
than us.
“Our democracy has
a moderating influence,
doesn’t allow extremists
to take centre stage,” said
Kulkarni, adding this was
seen with the Bihar elections, after which there’s
been a change in the government’s tone, with the
PM praising former PMs
including Nehru.
Kulkarni said Sangh
Parivar elements had been
emboldened to go against
India’s democratic tradition. “If the current government tends towards them,
what happened in Bihar
will occur again.”
Nagarkar, though, said
he didn’t share Kulkarni’s
optimism, pointing to the
increasing doublespeak in
government, where the PM
talks at international platforms of the need for unity
among communities while
his party seniors indulge in
hate speeches back home.

ON THE SAME PAGE: Book lovers at one of Saturday’s sessions

The Scion of Ikshvaku are
linked,” he said. “If you
want clues for what will
happen in the rest of the
Ramchandra series you can
go back to the Shiva trilogy. The description of the

Vishnu temple in Oath of
the Vayuputras, for example, is not random but will
be linked to the second and
fourth book of the Ramchandra series.”
Amish also spoke on the

issue of award-wapasi and
the debate on intolerance by
referring to an article he had
recently written in TOI.
“I only said...an award is
not from the state, it’s from
the people. If you are returning the award, you are
actually passing a judgement on 1.25 billion people
and if you pass a judgement
on that many people it can’t
be based on a few incidents.
It has to be based on reasonably big data. Does data
show that India as a country
has become communal? No.
The data does show, however, that India is intolerant
towards women, that we are
uncaring about our farmers. We are getting sidetracked. There are massive
problems we are ignoring.”

TEAM TOI

L

ike Sheena Bora’s murder, there was something
about the Aarushi and
Neeraj Grover cases that
gripped public attention. Avirook Sen’s book on the Aarushi murder case and Meena
Baghel’s on the Grover incident thread out the nerve and
sinew of those investigations.
At the Times LitFest
session titled ‘Murder she
wrote: Aarushi, Maria Susairaj and Writing on death
in the city’, Sen and Baghel
told a riveted audience why
they thought these cases had
blown so big.
Grover was a young TV
executive having an affair
with aspiring young actress
Maria Susairaj, whose naval
lieutenant boyfriend hacked
him to pieces.
Though heinous crime
isn’t uncommon, Baghel said
this one starred three goodlooking people in a salacious
drama. “Sexy woman makes
good copy,” she summarised.
Sen jumped in to say that Nupur Talwar is often asked her
daughter’s age, because the
kind of sexualised behaviour
attributed to Aarushi in many
reports makes her seem like a
woman in her 20s.
But these cases resonate
across families. The Maria
case featured young people
who came from small towns
to make their mark on Mumbai but got marked by it more,
specifically by an Ekta Kapoorcentric business. Baghel said,
“The parents of all three in
this case had no idea what
their children had become.”
The authors spent time
inveighing against ‘off-therecord’ feeds in criminal cases. Baghel complimented Sen
for detailing how the police
plant information to run a media trial, which is ultimately
intended to influence judges.
Sen said, “Ask the question, if

Avirook Sen called
out the evidence that
convicted Aarushi
Talwar’s parents, saying
96% of it amounts to
reasonable doubt,
the remaining 4% is
unreasonable suspicion
it’s so important, shouldn’t the
source put his name to it?”
As an example of how
some of this planted information defies logic, Baghel pointed to stories about Sheena
Bora’s pregnancy. Scattered
skeletal remains found three
years after the murder can
hardly provide sufficient forensic evidence of pregnancy,
Baghel said. So this is just salacious speculation based on
questionable sources.
Sen called out the evidence that convicted the
Talwars, saying 96% of it
amounts to reasonable doubt,
the remaining 4% is unreasonable suspicion.
The session offered potential writers ideas for their
books. Baghel said because
much of court reporting
is of a basic standard at best,
a lot of promising narratives
are going unexplored. Readers would like a book based
on court proceedings in terror cases.

PEOPLE’S FESTIVAL KICKS OFF
Vice-President
Hamid Ansari
unveils the Times
LitFest logo at the
inauguration of the
festival in New Delhi
on Saturday as DS
Group director Atul
Jain, festival
director Sagarika
Ghose and Times
Group CEO Raj Jain
applaud. Calling the
three-day event a
“people’s festival”,
Ansari said India’s
was one of the
world’s oldest
literary traditions
and the country has
unmatched
diversity in
languages and
cultural patterns

Cricketers are
terrible actors:
Anuja Chauhan
Writer Anuja Chauhan had the
audience in splits when she
shared her experiences from
her days in advertising,
making cricketers act on ad
shoots. “They’re terrible
actors! Virat Kohli, well, he is
from the selfie generation…
knows which angle’s good for
the camera. Earlier, only
Sachin had a manager. Now
everyone comes with an
entourage,” she said.

HUMOUR HITS HOME: Shobhaa
De reacts to a witty remark

Write India entry
made Amish cry
Amish, one of the 11 who
judged the Write India
competition, said the entry he
selected made him cry. He was
responding to an audience
question about the process of
judging the entries. “After I
finished reading that story, I
cried. I showed it to my wife,
and she cried as well. It was a
deeply moving and touching
story,” he said.

POINT ON: Ira Trivedi (L) and
Mridula Garg at a session

‘Lutyens nasty man,
not a good architect’
Shankar Bajpai, who’s lived in
Delhi “of and on from 1928”,
argued that “Delhi has lost its
original character and not
acquired one” and that Edwin
Lutyens, “a nasty old man”,
“wasn’t a very good architect
to begin with”. Malvika Singh
responded saying, “He
(Lutyens) at least tried to
introduce Indian architecture
into his designs which Le
Corbusier didn’t do in
Chandigarh and now that has
become a model for PWD.”

Gandhi was
the biggest
prude: Ira
TEAM TOI

G

‘Write drunk, edit sober...
marketing is the hangover’
TEAM TOI

T

he bestselling writer trio
of Amish, Ravi Subramanian and Ashwin Sanghi
made for a crackling opening
session at the Times LitFest
Delhi on Saturday. Their panel,
Write India, had everything for
an aspiring writer — from plotcrafting techniques to advice on
picking up your book from the
back shelves of a bookstore and
placing it in front. Sanghi conceded he’d resorted to that last
trick with his first book. The
trio seemed to agree they don’t
follow a formula. “It might
sound filmy, but it just comes to
me,” said Amish, famous for his
Meluha series. Sanghi of
Chanakya’s Chant fame said he
was a tad structured.
Once the labour of love is
produced, marketing takes
priority. Amish feels the writer must be schizoid, working
‘organically’ while writing
and ‘practically’ when marketing it. “Hemingway said
write when drunk, edit when
sober. He forgot to add marketing was the hangover — the

LITLITE

Two of TOI’s Write India winners, Sutapa Basu and Kena Shree,
are felicitated by Amish (L) and Sanghi. Ravi Subramanian’s
(applauding, left) pick will be announced on December 15

pounding headache you have
to cope with,” said Sanghi.
“You need to be your book’s
CEO,” said banker-turnedauthor Subramanian, who
recently moved from writing
banking thrillers to a romantic
one: The Bestseller She Wrote.
Struggling writers could
take heart from Amish’s story.
More than 20 publishers rejected his manuscript before
he opted for self-publishing.
“My story was on mythology
and religion, publishers said
it wouldn’t sell. One suggested
I write my love story from IIM

Calcutta. I don’t have one. I
met my wife when we were
15,” he said, when Subramanian interjected: “Excuse me.
You don’t have to be a criminal
to write thrillers.” The audience was in splits.
The session was named
after TOI’s writing competition that received over 15,000
entries. The trio was among
the competition’s 11 judges,
picking a winner each. Amish’s winner Sutapa Basu,
and Kena Shree whom Sanghi
adjudged the best, were felicitated at the festival.

andhi cropped up
repeatedly in the
conversation on
Love and Longing in Indian Writing. Ira Trivedi
declared him “the biggest
prude” and responsible for
the obsession with “Hindu
purity” and “prudish values” that “went on for the
next 30 years”. Mridula
Garg later said, “Gandhi
kept experimenting with
Brahmacharya and Kasturba said he kept failing.”
The
well-attended
session on love started
with Trivedi, Garg and
Jaishree Misra but expanded beyond its original size with Shobhaa De
and Ravi Subramanian
weighing in.
Garg and Misra have
both been in trouble for
their outspoken views.
Garg had a complaint
lodged against her for
“obscenity” in her 1979
novel Chittacobra. Misra
had her book on Rani
Laxmibai banned in UP.
Ira Trivedi hasn’t ruffled
too many feathers yet
but her non-fiction, India
in Love: Marriage and
Sexuality in the 21st Century, apparently calls Raja
Rammohun Roy, Swami
Vivekananda and Mahatma Gandhi the “three
dampeners” of Indian sexuality. And while Trivedi
said she believed things
are changing; Garg said
she thought otherwise.

